《The Mysterious CEO》
168 "Master Bo, Boss has called and asked whether this girl is Liu Juan
or Liu Ruolan? What should I say to him?

Liu Ruolan knew that she neither made any movement nor any sound, then how did
they know that she wasn't sleeping?
However, she didn't know that Bo Xiao saw her tears and understood that she was
pretending to be asleep.
Since the day he had rescued this girl, he didn't know whether she was Liu Juan or her
big sister Liu Ruolan. Even, anyone from the orphanage was not able to identify
whether this girl was Liu Ruolan or Liu Juan. As they looked similar, it was very
difficult to distinguish whether she was Liu Juan or Liu Ruolan.
Therefore, Bo Xiao had to bring this girl with him. If she was Liu Juan then all the
problems would be solved. However, if she wasn't Liu Juan then he would be in the
biggest problem. He knew that his boss had seen something different in Liu Juan and
that was why his boss had entrusted her under his care.
He couldn't afford to lose Liu Juan at any cost.
Now only this girl could only tell whether she is Liu Juan or Liu Ruolan.
His intuition was telling him that she was not Liu Juan because he knew that she
would not show her tears to anyone despite how much she was hurt.
Still, he wanted to hear from her mouth.

Back to the present…
Liu Ruolan still didn't dare to open her eyes. She wanted to pretend that she was in the
coma, however, her tears were betraying her and her body subconsciously started
shivering.
Seeing the scared girl in front of him, Bo Xiao was getting more confident that she
was not Liu Juan. Liu Juan wasn't like this girl.
Still, he wanted that his intuition would be wrong this time.

"Open your eyes." This time, Bo Xiao said in a soft voice, controlling his anger as that
the girl in front of him wasn't Liu Juan and his men still weren't able to find her yet.
When Bo Xiao found this girl, he was still looking for her sister, but up till now, he
didn't get any clue about her whereabouts. He didn't know whether the earth had
swallowed her or the skies…
Hearing a soft voice, Liu Ruolan's heart eased a little and she slowly opened her eyes.
Her vision was blurry but still, she could see the handsome face. After a few minutes,
she recalled that this handsome face....she had seen before.
But where?...
Yes… this man with a handsome face had saved her from Mr Jin.
But why did he save her?
She didn't know him nor she had met him before.
Then why?
Did he also want to kill her?
If he wanted to kill her then why did he save her before?
Liu Ruolan's little brain couldn't figure out the specific reason.
She was racking her little brain, then suddenly, she heard his stern voice "What's your
name?"
When she heard Bo Xiao's question, she thought that perhaps he had saved her because
of humanity and he wanted to know about her.
Therefore, she decided to tell her name, perhaps this time, he would be different from
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She was about to open her mouth, but suddenly, she heard another man voice who
strode into the room "Master Bo, Boss has called and asked whether this girl is Liu
Juan or Liu Ruolan? What should I say to him?
Bo Xiao heard the butler's question and turned to look at the girl and again asked in a

soft voice, "Tell me, what's your name?"
"L...Liu Juan.."

